
Kashering the Kitchen  
by Rabbi Joshua Hess 

As the Yom Tov of Pesach nears and the diligent family prepares to tackle the 
"Herculean" task of cleaning, cooking, shopping, and inviting lots of guests for 
Pesach, they often find themselves looking for guidance regarding its countless 
laws, customs, and traditions. To their dismay, the answers to their questions 
are either found in books that exceed 300 pages or are scattered around in 
different guides and booklets. What's more, is that the average congregant ends 
up choosing between different traditions from multiple Rabbis and online 
sources, without getting a clear sense for the Pesach traditions of their Shul and 
its Rabbi.  It is therefore my pleasure to present to you a comprehensive primer 
on the laws of Pesach that are 'tailor made' for the Anshe Chesed community.  I 
have borrowed much information from other Kashrut organizations, and I thank 
the Star-K, CRC, and the OU, for their help in this process. I hope this pamphlet 
serves to ease the Pesach confusion, with a clear and understandable review of 
the Halachos, and that it serves to enhance the entire Pesach experience.   

 

Note: The CRC and OU Mobile Apps are really useful for Pesach prep! 

Wishing all of you a Chag Kasher ViSameach! 

Rabbi Hess   

 

Kashering 

Among the basic mitzvos of the chag is the mitzvah of "Tashbisu Se'or 
Mibateichem", ridding one's home and possessions from chometz. However, if 
we are to use kitchen equipment, utensils, or articles that are used in our 
kitchen year round, it may be insufficient to just clean them thoroughly. One is 
forbidden to use these items unless they have been especially prepared for 
Pesach. This unique preparation process is known as kashering. We are 
instructed by the Torah that the proper kashering method one uses to rid a 
vessel of chometz depends upon the original food preparation method used 
which absorbed chometz into the vessel. Kashering methods can be broadly 
grouped into four categories:    

1. Libbun - Incinerating  
2. Hagola- Purging 



3. Eruy Roschim- Purging through a hot water pour 
4. Milui V'eruy- Soaking  

  

Libbun 
Libbun is divided into two categories:    

1. Libbun Gamur: Heating Metal To A Glow 
2. Libbun Kal: Heating Metal So That Paper Will Burn On The Other Side Of The 
Heated Utensil 

 
The Oven 
In a conventional oven, gas or electric, an oven cleaner may be necessary to 
remove baked on grease. Be sure to check hidden areas, including corners, door 
edges, the area behind the flame burners, and the grooves of the rack shelves. If 
a caustic type of oven cleaner (such as Easy-Off) was used to clean the oven, and 
some stubborn spots remained after a second application with similar results, 
the remaining spots may be disregarded. Once the oven and racks have been 
cleaned, they may be kashered by libbun kal. The requirement of libbun kal is 
satisfied by turning the oven to broil or the highest setting for forty minutes. In a 
gas oven, the broil setting will allow the flame to burn continuously. In a 
conventional electric oven, the highest setting (broil or 550°F) kashers the oven. 
Only libbun kal is required for the oven racks since it is usual to cook food in a 
pan, not directly on the racks themselves. 

  

In a continuous cleaning oven, one cannot assume that such an oven is clean 
because the manufacturer claims it to be continuously clean. A visual inspection 
is required. Since caustic or abrasive oven cleaners, e.g. Easy Off, cannot be used 
without destroying the continuous clean properties of the oven, a non-abrasive 
and non-caustic cleaner must be used to clean the oven. Grease spots will 
usually disappear if the top layer of grease is cleaned with Fantastic and a nylon 
brush. Then the oven should be turned on to 450°F for an hour so that the 
continuous clean mechanism can work. If the spots don't disappear, the oven 
should be left on for a few hours to allow the continuous clean mechanism to 
deep clean, or else the spots should be removed with oven cleaner or steel 
wool. If the spots are dark and crumble when scratched they can be disregarded. 



In all of the above cases, the oven should then be kashered by turning it to the 
broil setting for forty minutes. 

  

In a self-cleaning oven, clean the inside face of the oven door, as well as the 
opposing outer rim of the oven outside the gasket (as these areas are not 
necessarily cleaned during the cycle. Easy Off manufactures one product that is 
safe for self-cleaning ovens.) Ensure the gasket itself is clean on the area outside 
the oven seal (Note: The gasket is sensitive to abrasion). The self-cleaning cycle 
will then clean and kasher the oven simultaneously. Caution: There is a potential 
risk of fire during the self-cleaning process. The oven should not be left 
unattended while in the self-cleaning mode. Some ovens come with 
a convection feature. This feature allows for more uniform heat distribution by 
using a fan to circulate the heat. If the convection oven has the self-cleaning 
feature, it will be sufficient to kasher the fan as well. If there is no self-cleaning 
feature, the entire oven including the fan, while it is circulating - must be 
sprayed with a caustic cleaner and cleaned well. The oven should then be 
kashered by turning it on to its highest setting for forty minutes. 

  

The Cooktop 
On a conventional gas range, the cast iron or metal grates upon which the pots 
on the range are placed, may be inserted into the oven after they have been 
thoroughly cleaned. The grates can then be kashered simultaneously with the 
oven. (If kashering with a self-clean cycle, the grates do not need to be cleaned 
first. However, it is advisable to check with the manufacturer as to whether 
the grates would be able to withstand a self-clean cycle.) The rest of the range 
(not glass top) should be cleaned and covered with a double layer of heavy duty 
aluminum foil, which should remain on the range throughout Pesach. Please 
note: Extreme caution should be taken not to cover over the vent, as well, so as 
to allow the oven heat to escape. The drip pans should be thoroughly cleaned 
and need not be kashered. The burners do not need kashering or covering, just 
cleaning.  

 

In a conventional electric cooktop, one needs to clean the burners well and 
then turn them on to a high heat setting until they are glowing hot. (This usually 
takes only a couple minutes.) The drip pans should be thoroughly cleaned and 



need not be kashered. The remaining cooktop areas should be cleaned and 
covered. The knobs with which the gas or electricity is turned on should be 
cleaned. No other process is necessary to kasher the knobs. 

  

Please note: All ovens ventilate hot steam during cooking. In the past, the hot 
steam was ventilated through the back of the oven. Today, many ranges no 
longer ventilate in this manner. The oven steam is ventilated through one of the 
rear cooktop burners. During oven cooking, if the rear vented burner is turned 
off and is covered by a pot or kettle, the hot steam will condense on the burner 
and utensils. This could create hot zea (condensation) that can cause serious 
kashrus problems with the utensil, if the food cooked in the oven is a meat 
product and the pot on the burner is dairy or pareve or vice versa. Care should 
be exercised with the vented burner to keep it clear during oven 
cooking. Caution: When putting aluminum foil over the oven backsplash, be 
careful not to trap the heat coming from the oven vent between the foil and the 
backsplash. Doing so may melt the backsplash if the oven vents through the 
back. 

  

Kashering a Glass, Corning, Halogen or Ceran electric smoothtop range for 
Pesach use is a bit complex. To kasher the burner area, clean well and turn on 
the elements until they glow. The burner area is now considered kosher for 
Pesach. However, the remaining area that does not get hot is not kashered. The 
manufacturers do not suggest covering this area as one would a porcelain or 
stainless steel top, as it may cause the glass to break. Real kosherization can be 
accomplished by holding a blowtorch over the glass until it is hot enough to 
singe a piece of newspaper on contact with the glass. However, this may cause 
the glass to shatter and is not recommended. As the area between the burners 
cannot practically be kashered, it would be wise to place a trivet on the open 
glass area so the pots can be transferred. In addition, in order to use a large pot 
that extends beyond the designated cooking area, one should place a metal disc 
approximately 1/8 of an inch thick onto the burner area in order to raise the 
Passover pots above the rest of the glass surface. (Caution: This disc should not 
extend beyond the designated cooking area.) This will also help in case a small 
pot boils over, sending a trickle of hot liquid that would serve as a connector 
from the Passover pot to the non-Passover stovetop. (Note: Cooking efficiency 
may be compromised when using a metal disc.) 



  

For gas stovetops with a glass surface, one may kasher the grates by putting 
them into the oven with a  libbun kal (550°F for forty minutes). In most such 
models, the grates cover the entire top of the stove and there should be no 
problem adjusting pots on the stovetop. Food which falls through the grates and 
touches the glass surface should not be used. 

  

For those models where the grates do not cover the entire cooktop surface, it 
would be wise to place a trivet onto the open glass area so that pots may be 
transferred. No food or pots may come into direct contact with the non-
kashered glass surface. Some gas cooktops have an electric warming area on 
the glass-top. This area would have to become red hot when turned on in order 
to kasher. Many of these warming areas do not get hot enough for kashering 
and may not be used on Pesach. 

  

The Broiler 

The broiler pan cannot be kashered by just turning on the gas or electricity. 
Since food is broiled or roasted directly on the pan, it must be heated to a glow 
in order to be used. This can be done by using a blowtorch (which should only be 
done by qualified and experienced personnel). An alternate method is to replace 
the broiler pan. The empty broiler cavity must then be kashered by cleaning and 
setting it to broil for forty minutes. If one does not intend to use the broiler, he 
may still use the oven even without kashering the broiler provided that the 
broiler has been thoroughly cleaned. Other inserts, such as griddles, which come 
into direct contact with food are treated the same as broiler pans. Therefore, 
they would also require application of direct heat until the surface glows red. If 
not, the insert should be cleaned and not used for Pesach. 

  

Barbeque Grills 

A grill cannot be kashered by just turning on the gas or electricity. Since food is 
roasted directly on the grill, it must be heated to a glow in order to be used. This 
can be done either by using a blowtorch (which should only be done by qualified 
and experienced personnel) or by sandwiching the grates between the charcoal 
briquettes and setting them on fire. An alternate method is to replace the grates 
of the grill. The part of the grill cavity which is level with the grate must also be 



kashered by heating it to a glow. This is due to the likelihood of the food having 
touched that area during barbequing. The empty grill cavity must be kashered by 
cleaning, closing the hood, and setting it to broil for forty minutes. Other inserts, 
such as griddles, which come into direct contact with food are treated the same 
as a grill. Therefore, they would also require application of direct heat until the 
surface glows red. If not, the insert should be cleaned and not used for Pesach. If 
the grill has side burners, they should be treated like cooktop grates, assuming 
no food has been placed directly on it. Practical Tip: It is easier to determine 
that the metal has been brought to a glow in a darkened room. 

  

Warming Drawers 

Warming drawers cannot be kashered because the heat setting does not reach 
high enough to constitute libbun. The warming drawer should be cleaned, 
sealed, and not used for Pesach. 

  

Oven Hoods and Exhaust Fans 

Hoods and exhaust fan filters should be cleaned and free of any food residue. 

  

Microwaves 

Wait twenty-four hours since using the microwave and make sure that the 
microwave is clean. One should then heat water in the microwave for an 
extended amount of time until the chamber fills with steam and the water 
overflows from the cup. The turntable should be either covered or replaced for 
Passover. 

 

Microwave ovens that have a convection or browning feature must be kashered 
using the convection and/or browning mode. The kashering method to be used 
would be libbun kal. The convection microwave should first be cleaned well. If 
the fan area cannot be properly cleaned, it should be sprayed with a caustic 
cleaner, e.g. Easy Off, with the fan on, and rinsed off before kashering. One 
should then put it on its highest setting for forty minutes. 

Hagola 

Metal utensils that have been used for cooking, serving or eating hot chometz 
may be kashered. This may be done by cleaning them thoroughly and waiting 24 



hours before immersing them, one by one, into a kosher for Pesach pot or non-
kosher for Pesach pot that is clean and has not been used for 24 hours. The 
water should be heated, and a rolling boil should be maintained when the vessel 
is immersed. The metal utensil or vessel should be submerged into the boiling 
water for about ten seconds. The utensils undergoing the kashering process may 
not touch each other. In other words, if a set of flatware is being kashered for 
Pesach, one cannot take all the knives, forks and spoons and put them into the 
boiling water together. They should be placed into the boiling water separately. 
(A special kashering suggestion is to loosely tie the pieces of silverware to a 
string, leaving three inches between each piece, and immerse the string of 
silverware slowly, making sure the water keeps boiling.) There is a custom to 
finalize the process by rinsing the kashered items in cold water. If tongs are used 
to grip the utensil, the utensil will have to be immersed a second time with the 
tongs in a different position so that the boiling water will touch the initially 
gripped area. The entire utensil does not have to be kashered at once; it may be 
done in parts.   

  

Extra Bonus: After the Pesach kashering process has taken place, the status of 
these newly kashered utensils may be changed from milchig to fleishig, vice versa 
or pareve. 

  

Eruy Roschim 

Sinks 

Sinks are generally made from either stainless steel, granite composite, china, 
porcelain enamel, steel, or Corian. 

  

Stainless steel sinks can be kashered using the following method. Clean the sink 
thoroughly. Hot water should not be used or poured in the sink for 24 hours 
prior to kashering. Dry the sink before kashering. Kashering is accomplished by 
pouring boiling hot water from a Pesach kettle/pot (or non-kosher for pesach 
kettle/pot that is clean and has not been used for 24 hours) over every part of 
the stainless steel sink. It is not sufficient to pour water on one spot and let it 
run down the sink. The poured water must touch every part of the sink, 
including the drain and the spout of the water faucet. It is likely that the 
kashering kettle will need to be refilled a few times before the kashering can be 



completed. If hot water was used in the sink accidentally during the 24 hour 
dormant period, and there is not enough time before Pesach to leave the sink 
dormant for an additional 24 hours, speak to the Rabbi. 

  

China sinks 

Cannot be kashered at all. These sinks should be cleaned, not used hot for 24 
hours, and completely lined with contact paper or foil. The dishes that are to be 
washed should not be placed directly into the sink. They must be washed in a 
Pesach dish pan which sits on a Pesach rack. It is necessary to have separate dish 
pans and racks for milchig and fleishig dishes. 

  

Porcelain or Corian sinks should also be considered similar to a china sink, since 
there is a controversy as to whether these materials can be kashered. 

  

Countertops 

Silestone, Porcelain Enamel, Corian, and Plastic/Formica countertops cannot be 
kashered. They should be cleaned and covered. To place hot food and utensils 
on these countertops, cardboard or thick aluminum foil must be used to cover 
the counter. Corian is also a form of plastic that cannot be kashered, but since 
the chometz penetrates only a thin layer of the counter, it can be sanded down 
to take off a layer of Corian (the thickness of a piece of paper). It then is 
considered kosher for Pesach. However, only a qualified contractor should 
attempt this procedure.  

 

Pure Granite (not granite composite), Marble, Stainless Steel, or Metal may be 
kashered through eruy roschim. Wood may also be kashered through eruy 
roschim if it has a smooth surface. A steamer can be used to kasher counters 
provided that the counter is being kashered with actual water, not vapor, and 
the water is at or near the boiling point of 212F. Many steamers available to 
not meet these requirements. Look for Heavy Duty Wagner Steamers. 

  

Melui V'eruy 
In pre-war Europe, where glass was expensive and hard to obtain, it was 
customary to kasher drinking glasses by immersing them in cold water for three 



periods of 24 hours. This is accomplished by submerging the glasses for one 24 
hour period. The water should then be emptied and refilled and allowed to sit 
for another 24 hours. This procedure should be repeated a third time, for a total 
of 72 hours. This procedure of submerging cannot be used for Pyrex or glass that 
was used directly on the fire or in the oven. In general, kashering glasses is only 
recommended in cases of difficulty. Wherever glasses are readily available for 
purchase, special glasses for Pesach are preferable. Arcoroc and Corelle should 
be treated as glass for kashering purposes. It's important to note that where 
libbun kal helps, certainly libbun gamur is good; where hagola helps, surely 
libbun kal is good; where eruy helps, certainly hagola and libbun help.   

  

The following is a checklist reviewing items commonly found in the kitchen 
and how to prepare them for Pesach. Also included is a list of items that 
cannot be kashered: 

Baby Bottle: Since it comes into contact with chometz (e.g. washed with dishes, 
boiled in chometz pot), new ones should be purchased. 

Baby High Chair: Clean thoroughly. 

Blech: Cannot be Kashered 

Blender/Food Processor/ Smoothie Machine: New or Pesachdik receptacle 
(plus any part of unit that makes direct contact with food) required. Thoroughly 
clean appliance. The blade should be treated like any knife kashered through 
hagola. 

Can Opener: Manual or Electric - Clean thoroughly. 

Candlesticks/Tray: Clean thoroughly. 

Keurig Coffee Maker Hagalah or Iruy (pouring boiling water) (for those who 
kasher plastic): 

The coffee maker must be cleaned well and not used for 24 hours. Remove K-
cup holder and perform hagalah or iruy on K-cup holder. Run a Kosher for 
Passover K-cup in the machine (this will kasher the top pin). 

Coffeemaker: Cannot be Kashered 

Colanders: Metal - Libbun kal. Plastic - Do not use. 

Dentures, Bite Plates, Braces: Clean thoroughly. 



Dishwashers: Metal- wait 24 hours and run two cycles. Plastic- Cannot be 
kashered. 

Electric Burner Drip Pans: Clean thoroughly. 

Grater: Metal - Libbun kal. Plastic - Do not use. 

Instant Hot Devices: See Water Filters 

Metal Wine Goblets: Hagola. 

Metal Wine Trays: Hagola. 

Mixer: Do not use, even with new blades and bowls. 

Pump Pot: If in contact with chometz do not use. Otherwise, does not need 
kashering. 

Refrigerator, Freezer: Thoroughly clean. Lining shelves is not necessary. Make 
sure to clean ice trays. 

Rings- Finger: Eruy roschim. 

Napkin Rings: Metal- Hagola. Plastic - do not use 

Tables: A table upon which chometz is eaten during the year may be used on 
Pesach if there is an additional covering beneath the tablecloth. Tablepads may 
be overturned and used. 

Towels, Tablecloths, etc.: Those used during the year with chometz may be used 
on Pesach if they have been laundered with soap and hot water, even if the 
stains do not come out. The same applies to potholders, bibs, and aprons. 
Synthetic material, such as Rayon and Terylene, that can only withstand a warm 
water cycle, may be used on Pesach after they have gone through a washing 
with detergent and only if there are no visible stains after they have been 
cleaned. 

Vases: Those used on the table during the year may be used on Pesach if they 
are cleaned thoroughly. 

Washing cup (used in kitchen ): Clean thoroughly. 

Water Pitchers: Should be put away with chometz dishes. 

Water Filters: Plastic water filters that are connected to the faucet should be 
thoroughly cleaned, including the outside and the coupling, and may be used on 
Pesach without changing the filters. If they are metal and have been on 
consistently since last Pesach, they should be left on during kashering of the 
spigot. If they were first attached some time after Pesach, they should be 



removed before kashering the spigot and should be kashered separately. Instant 
hot devices and individual hot/cold water filters that are connected to the sink 
with a separate spigot should be kashered along with the sink. Instant hot 
devices should be turned on during kashering of instant hot spigot. 

Water Coolers: Cold water coolers should be cleaned thoroughly. The hot spigot 
on a water cooler should not be used if it came into contact with chometz during 
the year. 

Water Urn: Metal (uncoated) - Hagola; both inside and outside should be 
kashered. Porcelain Enameled- Do not use. 

  

 

KITCHEN ITEMS THAT CANNOT BE KASHERED: 

Bread Machine 

Crockpot 

China 

Corningware 

George Foreman Grill 

Knives w/ Plastic Handles 

Mixer 

Pasta Maker 

Plastic Utensils 

Plastic Vegetable Steamer 

Porcelain (Enamel) Utensils 

Pyrex 

Sandwich Maker 

Silverstone 

Stoneware 

Synthetic Rubber 

Teflon 

Toaster/Toaster Oven 

Waffle Iron 
  



Laws of Bedikat Chametz 
by Rabbi Joshua Hess 

1. Bedikat Chametz should ideally be performed immediately after nightfall of 
the 14th of Nissan.  If one is unable to perform bedikat chametz at that time, it 
should be performed as soon as possible.  A beracha may be recited whenever 
one performs bedikat chametz.  

2. Bedikat Chametz is not just a ceremony where one looks for the ten hidden 
pieces.  One must check all of the places where there may be chametz.  This 
includes pockets of clothing. 

3. You must perform Bedikat chametz even if the entire house has already been 
checked.  However, if the house was thoroughly checked, it is sufficient to walk 
around the house and confirm that this is the case. 

4. There is an obligation to check your home, even if you are not going to be 
there on Pesach, unless you sell your entire home. The bedikah should be 
performed the night before you leave and you should not recite a beracha.  You 
may participate in the bedikat chametz of your host by listening to 
his beracha and performing the bedikah in the room that is designated for your 
Pesach stay. 

5. If you plan on leaving for Pesach after the time for bedikat chametz, you must 
perform the bedika.  It is advisable to leave the chametz of one room out of the 
sale so that you do not need to check the entire home.  Alternatively, you may 
arrange for the sale of your chametz on the 13th of Nissan in order to avoid this 
dilemma.      

6. If you own or rent the office, the rules of bedikat chametz apply as if it were 
one of the rooms of the house.  You do not need to recite another beracha when 
you arrive at your office. If the office is far away, you are not required to return 
to the office.  Rather, you should check the office on the 13th of Nissan before 
leaving the office and then mentally confirm that you checked the entire office 
during bedikat chametz. 

7. A car should be checked during bedikat chametz. 

8. A flashlight may be used instead of a candle for the bedika. 

9. The task of checking the whole house may be split among family members. 
One person should recite the beracha and then each family member can check a 



part of the house.  The members do not have to be of bar/bat mitzvah age if you 
can ensure that they will perform a proper bedikah. 

10. If you are going to a hotel for Pesach and arriving a few hours before Pesach 
you should do a bedika. If you have already performed bedikat chametz at 
home, you should perform the bedikah without a beracha. 

11. If one of the ten pieces of bread is lost, you should recheck the house.  If you 
don't find the piece after the second bedikah, you may rely on bitul chametz to 
nullify the piece.  

12. Chametz may be eaten in the house after performing the bedikat 
chametz. But you should be very careful to keep track of all of the chametz that 
is brought into the room. 

13. If a person is leaving the house to go away for Pesach right after bedikat 
chametz, he should bring his chametz with him to burn for the next morning. If 
he is concerned about losing some of the chametz, he may perform bi'ur 
chametz immediately after the bedikah.  This applies even if you perform 
the bedikah before the 14th. 

14. While it is preferable to burn the chametz, if that is not possible, one can 
dispose of it by destroying it (flushing it down the toilet; grinding it and throwing 
it into the wind; grinding it and throwing it into a river).  Note: It is preferable to 
burn your chametz in a communal burning because it is safer and because 
chametz tends to get toasted rather than burned in a smaller fire. 

15. Kol Chamira should be recited in English if you don't understand the Aramaic. 

16. The latest time to dispose of the chametz properly is five halachic hours into 
the day.   

 
 

The Sale of Chametz 

1. It is forbidden to keep Chametz, its mixtures, or derivatives in one's 
possession during Pesach. One of the ways we dispose of our Chametz is by 
selling it. 

2. The Rabbi is appointed as an agent of the seller of the Chametz to sell it to a 
non-Jew. Not only does one sell the Chametz in his possession, but he also 
subleases to the non-Jew the area on which the Chametz is located. 

3. The non-Jew is allowed free access to the Chametz he purchases. 



4. For those going abroad for Pesach (to Israel or Europe), the Rabbi should be 
instructed to sell the Chametz prior to the onset of Pesach in the time zone you 
will be in. 

5. If you find Chametz in your house during Chol Hamoed, you should burn it at 
that time. If one finds it on Yom Tov or on Shabbos Chol Hamoed, then handling 
it is prohibited, since it is Muktzeh. One should cover the Chametz with a vessel 
until the conclusion of Shabbos or Yom Tov - and then burn it. 

6. A Jew is prohibited from deriving any benefit after Pesach fromChametz which 
has been kept in the possession of a Jew during Pesach. Therefore, care should 
be taken to obtain Chametz after Pesach from someone who has sold 
his Chametz prior to Pesach (Chametz sold to a non-Jew before the sixth hour 
on Erev Pesach and resold after Pesach). If the Chametz is not sold properly it is 
considered "Chametz She'Ovar Alav HaPesach". If in doubt in a particular case, 
one should wait before buying from a Jew until reasonably certain (a 30 day 
period for many items) that a new stock of Chametz has been acquired. 
This  Geizera (ordinance), however, does not extend to Kitniyos. 

7. Although not strictly required, many people have the custom to pay the Rabbi 
for his services of selling the Chametz on their behalf. According to some 
opinions, this strengthens the rabbi's authorization. 

 
 

Ta'anis Bechorim 

1. The fast of the Bechor (first born) on Erev Pesach commemorates the tenth 
plague- Makas Bechoros- specifically highlighting the proximity to death of the 
Jewish first born and their survival on the night of the Exodus. The fast is geared 
to imbue awareness upon the first-born of the Divine Chessed of their salvation, 
and should motivate Teshuva and self-improvement (as reflected by fasting) 
indicating that it was through this merit that the Jews were redeemed from 
Egypt. 

2. Although this fast is not Rabbinically legislated, it is obligatory by longstanding 
custom. 

3. Participation in a festive occasion celebrating a Mitzvah releases 
a Bechor from the need to fast. 

4. The Minhag (custom) developed for a Bechor to conclude, or to witness the 
conclusion of, a Talmudic tractate so as to be released from fasting. Similarly, 



a Bechor may attend a Bris or Pidyon Haben and participate in the Seudah (meal) 
thereby fulfilling this obligation. 

5. If a Bechor was unable to participate in a Seudas Mitzvah, he must fast on Erev 
Pesach until nightfall. Nevertheless, if one becomes ill or weak, e.g. intense 
headaches, the fast may be broken. 

6. Those required to fast are the first born of the mother or the first born of the 
father. Women are not required to fast. 

7. A Bechor below 13 years of age is not required to fast. However, the father 
(although he is not a Bechor) must fast or attend a Siyum in place of his Bechor. 
This Halacha - recorded in the Shulchan Aruch - is explained by the Vilna Gaon to 
be rooted in the Mitzvah of Pidyon Bechor (redemption of the first born) 
commanded to the people in Egypt. The Mitzvah reflects the father's 
appreciation of his son's salvation. Consequently, he is also obligated to fast 
a Ta'anis Bechorim. 

 
The Morning of Erev Pesach 

1. Chometz may be eaten until 10:48am on Monday, April 10th. After this time 
all left over Chometz should be locked up and sold, burned or otherwise 
destroyed by the time of Biur Chometz. 

2. Any leftover Chometz, except for the Chometz which is to be stored away and 
sold, should be burned by 11:53am on Monday.  In case one is unable to do so 
(due to a fire hazard, city regulations etc.) the Chometz may be disposed of in a 
number of other ways, e.g. converting the Chometz into crumbs and throwing it 
into a river or flushing them down the toilet. 

3. The second Kol Chamirah is then recited: "All kinds of Leaven in my premises, 
visible and invisible to me, which I removed or perhaps did not remove, shall be 
considered null and void, and my ownership forfeited as the dust of the earth." 

4. It is advisable that the Z'roa (the bone or meat that is placed on the Seder 
plate) be roasted before Yom Tov, for if it is roasted on Yom Tov night (before 
the Seder) the Z'roa will have to be eaten on the first day of Yom Tov. 

5. For those who use romaine lettuce for Marror (bitter herbs), it is necessary to 
examine the lettuce to make sure that there are no worms or bugs on the 
leaves. The checking should be done before Yom Tov so that the Seder can begin 
as early as possible. On the second night, the checking must be done after 
nightfall. 



6. The Charoses (the mixture of apples, nuts, cinnamon and wine) should also be 
prepared before Yom Tov. On Yom Tov night one is not permitted to grate the 
nuts unless it is done in a way different from the way one does it on a regular 
weekday. 

7. The salt water may be prepared on Yom Tov night, but it is advisable to make 
it, as well as all other preparations, before Yom Tov so that one can begin 
the Seder as early as possible. 

8. One should not over-eat in a way that would spoil the appetite, in order that 
one will enjoy the eating of Matzoh at the Seder table. 

9. Children who understand the importance and significance of the Exodus from 
Egypt, are not permitted to be given Matzoh the whole day. However, very small 
children who do not comprehend the story of Pesach are permitted to be 
given Matzoh on Erev Pesach. 

 
Wearing White/Kittel at Seder 
1. It is customary for men to wear a kittel at the Seder. 
2. Some maintain that only the leader of the Seder wears the kittel, while others 
rule that all married men wear a kittel. 
3. There are differing customs as to whether a man in his first year of marriage 
wears a kittel.  
4. Women customarily wear white clothing.  
5. A mourner does not wear a kittel. 
6. Among Sephardic and Lubavitch communities there is no custom of wearing a 
white garment at the Seder. 

 

Hesaybah (Leaning) 
1. All men over Bar-Mitzvah must lean, on their left side, for the 4 cups of wine, 
matzah, korech, & Afikoman. 
2. Women may lean if they wish 
3. Children should be taught to lean. 
4. A mourner leans. 
5. There are those whose custom it is to lean for the entire meal. 
6. One should not lean when eating the maror. 
7. It is also preferable not to lean when reciting the hagaddah in order to 
properly focus when reading the story of our redemption and Hallel etc. 
8.  A left handed person should also lean on their left side 
9.  If someone forgot to lean 



      1. 4 cups- Only repeat 2nd cup (no Bracha) 
      2. Motzie Matzah only 1 Kzayis (No Bracha) 

  
The Seder 

I)    Kadesh 

1. Red is the preferred wine for the 4 cups. If you have better quality white 
wines, you can use white. 

2.  On some years we recite Havdalah during Kiddush. In those instances, we 
do not use Besamim. Regarding the candle, some rule that it is permissible 
to put two candles together and then separate them. Others say to only 
use one candle or two candles side by side.  It's permissible to use the 
Yontiff candles for Havdalah. 

3. One should drink a revi'is of wine (3.8 fl oz) or at least the larger of a 
cheekful (based on the individual) or the majority of a revi'is (2.0 fl 
oz).  This amount should be consumed within 30 seconds. 

4. Some authorities are of the opinion that grape juice should not be used in 
place of wine for the 4 cups of wine, except where wine could be harmful 
to one's health. However, the wine may be diluted with grape juice. They 
do not consider grape juice to be "Derech Cheirus" (Expression of 
Freedom). However, most Poskim permit grape juice (and one may 
certainly dilute the wine with Grape Juice). 

5. One may drink any beverage which is not intoxicating between the first 
two cups. 

II)  UrChatz 

1. We wash hands without a Bracha. 
2. Some have a custom that everyone washes each other's hands. 
3. If one inadvertently makes a bracha, a Kzayis of Karpas should be eaten. 

A. Even though we are supposed to eat less than a Kzayis of Karpas, in this 
instance if you don't eat a Kzayis of Karpas, your Bracha is in vain. 
  
III) Karpas 

1. The Karpas is dipped in salt water in order that the kids ask why we are 
doing this. 



2. When making the Bracha of HaAdoma on the Karpas, have in mind that 
this Bracha will cover the Adoma of the maror. 

3. There are differing customs as to whether one should lean when eating 
the karpas. 

IV)Yachatz 

1. We break the middle Matzah in preparation for the Maggid section of the 
seder, to remind us of "Lechem Oni." 

2. We specifically break the middle Matzah because we make the bracha of 
"Achilas matzah" on it. 

V) Maggid 

1. On Seder night we are commanded to discuss the Sipur Yetzias Mitzrayi, 
the story of the exodus of the Jewish people from Egypt. 

2. This obligation applies to both men and women. 
3. In order to fulfill the commandment, one must understand what is being 

said. 
4. One doesn't need to say every word by themselves.  They can be fulfill 

their obligation by listening intently to the leader of the seder. 
5. The matzah on the seder plate should always be uncovered to fulfill the 

mitzvah of "Lechem Oni." 
6. On the occasions when we hold the cup of wine the Matzoh should be 

covered. 
7. Right after "HaLachma Anya" the Matzah is either removed from or placed 

at the other side of the table. This is done in order that the kids will 
question this practice.  (The answer is that we can't eat the Matzah until 
we talk about our exodus from Egypt.) 

8. The 2nd cup of wine is poured after "Ha Lachma Anya" and before "Ma 
Nishtana" 

9. After Ma Nishtana we bring the Matzah back to the table. 
10. Someone at the seder must ask the 4 questions. If a person is eating 

alone, he or she must ask themselves the 4 questions. 

  
VI) Rachtza 



1. We wash our hands with a Bracha. 
2. One should not talk from this point on, until after they have eaten korech 

(Hillel's sandwich) 

VII) Matzah 

1. On seder night we are required to eat Matzah (BaErev Tochlu Matzot). 
2. The Matzoh for the Seder from which one will eat to fulfill 

theMitzvah should be Shemurah, i.e. made from wheat watched for 
fermentation from the time of its cutting. Most boxes of this type 
of Matzoh will be labeled "Shemurah". If no mention is made, then it is to 
be assumed that it is not Shemurah, and should not be eaten to fulfill 
the Mitzvah at the Seder. 

3. Ideally, a person should eat 2 Kzaysim of Matzah.  One from the Broken 
Matzah and one from the full Matzah.  Practically speaking, at big 
sedarim, everyone should get a small piece of the Matzah that the leader 
made Hamotzie over, and supplement with other Matzah. 

4. If it is too difficult to consume 2 Kzaysim of Matzah, one can fulfill their 
obligation eating only one. 

5. 2 Kzaysim is equivalent to a little more than half of a machine Matzah and 
1/3 of a hand matzah 

6. Matzah must be eaten ideally in two minutes. Bdieved you have nine 
minutes. 

VIII) Maror 
1. The biblical requirement to eat maror is written in connection to the 

Korban Pesach. Since we do not offer sacrifices, the requirement to eat 
maror at the seder is only rabbinic in nature. 

2. Some authorities write that the maror is completely dipped into the 
Charoses, while others require only a partial dip.  

3. The Charoses should be shaken off of the maror in order to maintain its 
bitterness. 

4. The only bracha that is made on the maror is, "Al Achilas Maror." The 
bracha of, "Borei Pri HoAdama" was already recited on the karpas, 
therefore we don't need to repeat it at this time. 

5. The bitter herbs should preferably be eaten in a period of 2 minutes. 



6. A kzayis of maror is equivalent to: 

A. If you use pure grated horseradish: 1.1 fluid ounces 
B. If you use romaine lettuce leaves: 8x10 inches 
C. If you use romaine lettuce stalks: 3x5 inches 
 
IX) Korech 

1. For the mitzvah of korech, one eats a kzayis of matzah and maror with 
charoses. 

2. Ideally, the korech sandwich should be eaten in 2 minutes. Because this 
requirement is only rabbinic in nature, we are more lenient if that cannot 
be done. 

3. There are a number of different customs for the Hillel sandwich: 

A. Some people don't have their sandwich with charoses. 
B. Those that dip it in charoses: some shake it off and others don't. 
C. The widespread custom is to have two pieces of matzah surrounding the 
sandwich. Some surround the matzah with maror, and others eat it as an open 
sandwich. 
 
X) Shulchan Orech 

1. There are those who lean for the entire meal. 
2. There are no limitations on what a person drinks during this portion of the 

seder. 
3. It is customary to eat eggs dipped in saltwater at this point. There are two 

reasons given: a) Today is the same day as Tisha B'Av or b) The egg serves 
as the reminder of the paschal lamb. 

4. Meat or chicken that was not cooked in water may not be consumed at 
the seder. This reminds us of the void of the paschal lamb, as it was 
roasted. 

XI) Tzafun 

1. Ideally, 2 kzaysim of matzah are eaten. If one cannot eat 2 kzaysim, one 
can fulfill their obligation with one kzayis. 

2. The Afikoman should be eaten before Chatzos (1:03am) 



3. The Afikoman should only be eaten in one place. 
4. No more food should be consumed after eating the Afikoman. 
5. At this time one should only drink water besides for the last cups of wine. 

XII) Barech 

1. The preferred practice is that the leader of the seder also leads the 
bentching. 

2. The 3rd glass of wine is consumed at the end of the bentching. 

XIII) Hallel 
 
     1.  Ideally, Hallel should be recited before Chatzos (12:59am)  
     2.  Hallel is recited while seated and without a bracha   
 
XIV) Nirtzah 
 
     1.  If we follow the order properly, our seder will be accepted (Merutzah; 
related to the word Nirtzah) before Hashem. 
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NON-FOOD ITEMS

GUIDELINES FOR MEDICINES
1. Exercise extreme caution and consult with your doctor and rabbi before making a decision not to  
take a medicine.

2. Known and tested medications in the form of creams, non-chewable pills and injections may be owned, used and 
consumed on Passover, even if they contain chametz or kitniyot, since they are inedible. This covers most medicines used by 
adults. However, if an equally effective chametz-free alternative is available or procurable, this should be used instead.

A. It is permissible to grind pills and mix the powder into food items so that a child can take medicine on Passover. 
However, a doctor must be consulted to make sure that the child is getting the correct dosage and that the potency of 
the pill is not compromised by altering its consistency.   

3. Liquid medicines, chewable pills and pills coated with a flavored glaze are considered palatable and may contain 
chametz. Also gelcaps may present a problem because they may contain non-kosher edible gelatin. Therefore: 

A. If possible, they should be replaced, under the direction of a doctor, with a non-chewable, uncoated pill. 

B. If substitution is not possible and the person is in a state of sakana or safek sakana (any possible danger to human 
life), the medication may be owned and consumed. The same applies if the condition is not yet a safek sakana but may 
deteriorate to that point. A rabbi should be consulted as to whether it is preferable to purchase the medicine before or 
during Passover, and as to how to dispose of the medicine once the danger passes.  

C. If substitution is not possible and a doctor determines that there is no possibility of sakana if the person does not 
take the medicine, a rabbi should be consulted. He may be able to determine that the medicine does not contain 
chametz and/or kitniyot, or he may decide that the medicine may be consumed due to the seriousness of the  
patient’s condition. 

4. Unless an equivalent alternative is available, medicinal items which contain kitniyot are permitted for people who are ill. 
Questions on this issue should be directed to your rabbi. 

5. These guidelines do not address the more general prohibition of consuming medicines on Shabbat and yom tov.

ALUMINUM FOIL

ALUMINUM FOIL BAKING 
PANS

BABY OINTMENTS

BAGS (PAPER OR 
PLASTIC)

BODY WASH

BOWL AND TUB 
CLEANERS

CANDLES

CARDBOARD

CARPET CLEANERS

CHARCOAL

CHEESE CLOTHS

CONDITIONERS

COPPER AND METAL 
CLEANERS  

CORK 

COSMETICS (EXCEPT 
POSSIBLY LIPSTICKS, 
SEE BELOW)

CUPCAKE HOLDERS

CUPS (PAPER, PLASTIC 
OR STYROFOAM)

DEODORANTS

DETERGENTS

DISHWASHING 
DETERGENTS

DRAIN OPENERS

FABRIC PROTECTORS

FURNITURE POLISH

GLASS CLEANERS

HAIR GELS, SPRAYS AND 
MOUSSE 

HAIR REMOVERS AND 
TREATMENTS

INSECTICIDES 

ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL

JEWELRY POLISH

LAUNDRY DETERGENTS

LOTIONS

NAPKINS (PAPER)

OVEN CLEANERS 

PAPER TOWELS

PERFUMES

PLASTIC CONTAINERS

PLATES (PAPER, PLASTIC 
OR STYROFOAM)

SCOURING PADS AND 
POWDERS

SHAMPOOS

SHAVING CREAM  
AND GEL

SHAVING LOTION 

SILVER POLISH 

SKIN CREAM  

SOAPS 

SUNTAN LOTION

TALCUM POWDER 
(100% TALC)

TOILET BOWL  
CLEANER

WATER FILTERS

THE CONSENSUS OF THE OU’S POSKIM (RABBINIC AUTHORITIES) IS THAT THE FOLLOWING MAY 
BE USED ON PASSOVER WITHOUT CERTIFICATION:

ORAL HYGIENE (TOOTHPASTE, MOUTHWASH) & FLAVORED LIP TREATMENT (LIPSTICK, LIP BALM) 
PRODUCTS: Rabbincal authorities disagree as to whether kosher certification of these items is required (both for Passover 
and year-round). Consult your Rabbi. Please see product pages in the Passover Guide for OU certified toothpaste.
Please see feature article “Inedibles on Pesach” on page 33.
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BABY FOOD
 

GERBER  
(when bearing OU symbol) 
CARROTS, SQUASH - acceptable for 
Passover l’chatchila even for adults 
GREEN BEANS, PEAS – kitniyot 
 
 

 
MEDICAL 
NUTRITIONAL 
SUPPLEMENTS

Products with an asterisk 
(*) contain oat fiber that is 
not chametz. 
 
ARGINAID

ARGINAID EXTRA

BENECALORIE

BENEPROTEIN

BOOST GLUCOSE 
CONTROL

BOOST HIGH PROTEIN

BOOST NUTRITIONAL 
PUDDING

BOOST PLUS

DIABETISHIELD

DIABETISOURCE AC

ENLIVE

ENSURE COMPLETE 
NUTRITION SHAKE

ENSURE HEALTHY MOM 
SHAKE

ENSURE HIGH CALCIUM 
SHAKE

ENSURE HIGH PROTEIN 
SHAKE

ENSURE HN

ENSURE HOMEMADE 
SHAKE

ENSURE PLUS

ENSURE PLUS HN

ENSURE PLUS NEXT 
GENERATION 

ENSURE SHAKE

ENSURE TWOCAL

FIBERSOURCE HN

GLUCERNA 1.0

GLUCERNA 1.2* 

GLUCERNA 1.5*

ISOSOURCE

ISOSOURCE HN WITH 
FIBER

JEVITY 1.0

JEVITY 1.2* 

JEVITY 1.5 *

NEPRO

NEPRO VANILLA 

NEPRO WITH CARB 
STEADY FLAVORED

NOVASOURCE RENAL 
NUTREN (PRODUCT 
LINE)

OSMOLITE 1.0, 1.2, 1.5

OSMOLITE HN 
(UNFLAVORED)

PERATIVE

PROMOTE (EXCEPT 
PROMOTE WITH FIBER)

PULMOCARE

RESOURCE 2.0

RESOURCE DAIRY THICK

RESOURCE DIABETIC

RESOURCE MILK SHAKE 
MIX

RESOURCE THICKEN UP

RESOURCE THICKENED 
JUICE

RESOURCE SHAKE PLUS 
SIMPLY THICK

THICK & EASY -- ALL

THICK-IT

VIVONEX PEDIATRIC

VIVONEX PLUS

VIVONEX TEN 

VIVONEX TENPEDIATRIC
SUPPLEMENTS

BOOST KID ESSENTIALS, 
1.0, 1.5

BOOST KID ESSENTIALS 
WITH FIBER

D-VI-SOL

ENFAMIL 5% GLUCOSE 
WATER

FER-IN-SOL DROPS

POLY-VI-SOL DROPS

TRI-VI-SOL DROPS

RESOURCE JUST FOR 
KIDS WITH FIBER

PEDIASURE PEPTIDE

PEDIASURE VANILLA 
POWDER

PEDIASURE SHAKES

 
 
 
 
PEDIATRIC
ELECTROLYTES  

 
BRIGHT BEGINNINGS

COMFORTS FOR BABY

COTTONTAILS

CVS PHARMACY

GOODNESS

H-E-B BABY

HOME 360 BABY

MEIJER

MOM TO MOM

NATURALYTE

SHOPRITE

PARENT'S CHOICE

PEDIALYTE (ALL 
FLAVORS)

TOP CARE

WALGREEN'S

WESTERN FAMILY  
   
  
 INFANT 
FORMULAS  

 
365 EVERYDAY VALUE
AMERIBELLA
AMERICA'S CHOICE FOR 
BABY
BABIES R US
BABY BASICS
BABY'S CHOICE
BEAR ESSENTIALS
BELACTA
BELACTA PREMIUM
BELACTASURE
BERKLEY & JENSEN
BRIGHT BEGINNINGS
COTTONTAILS
CVS
DAILY SOURCE

DISCOUNT DRUG MART
EARTH'S BEST
ELECARE
ENFACARE
ENFAGROW
ENFALAC
ENFAMIL
ENFAPRO
FOOD LION
FULL CIRCLE
FULTON STREET MARKET
GERBER GOOD START
GIANT
GIANT EAGLE BABY
HANNAFORD
H-E-B
HEINZ NURTURE 
HOME 360 BABY
HY-VEE
ISOMIL
KIRKLAND SIGNATURE
KUDDLES
LAURA LYNN
LIFE BRAND
LITTLE ONES
MEIJER BABY
MEMBER'S MARK
MOM TO MOM
MOO MOO BUCKAROO
MOTHER'S CHOICE
MY ORGANIC BABY
NATURE'S PLACE
NESTLE GOOD START
NEXT STEP
NUTRAENFANT
O ORGANIC BABY
PARENT'S CHOICE
PREMIER VALUE
PRESIDENT'S CHOICE
PRICE CHOPPER 
PUBLIX
RITE AID - TUGABOOS
SHOPKO
SIMILAC
SIMILAC LEMEHADRIN 
1, 2 & 3
SIMPLY RIGHT

STOP & SHOP
SUNRISE
SUPERVALU
TARGET
TIPPY TOES BY TOPCARE 
TOP CARE
TOPCO
UP & UP
VERMONT ORGANICS
WALGREENS
WEGMANS
WELL BEGINNINGS
WESTERN FAMILY

 

COCONUT 
MILK 
ORIGINAL

COCONUT DREAM

 SOY MILK 
ORIGINAL  

 
365 EVERYDAY VALUE 
Original, Light, and 
Unsweetened
BEST CHOICE CLEARLY 
ORGANIC
FIT & ACTIVE ORGANIC
FIT & ACTIVE
FRESH & EASY 
SOYSENSE
GIANT
GREEN WAY
HARRIS TEETER 
NATURALS ORGANIC
HARVEST FARMS
HY-VEE
MARKET BASKET, 
UNSWEETENED
MEIJER
NATURAL DIRECTIONS 
ORGANIC
NATURE'S PLACE
NATURE'S PROMISE 
ORGANIC
O ORGANICS
SHOP RITE ORGANIC
SHOP RITE
SILK
SMART MENU ORGANIC

THE PRODUCT BRANDS LISTED BELOW ARE NOT CERTIFIED KOSHER FOR PASSOVER BY THE OU. 
NONETHELESS THE OU HAS IDENTIFIED THESE PRODUCTS AS HALACHICALLY ACCEPTABLE  
FOR INFANTS AND THOSE WHO ARE ILL. PRODUCTS MUST BEAR AN OU OR OU-D SYMBOL.

INFANT FORMULA, NUTRITIONAL & DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING POINTS:
• Many of the products contain kitniyot, some as the primary ingredient.
• Some of the products may contain minor ingredients that are possibly, though unlikely, produced from chametz-based  

raw materials. All such ingredients are used at a less than 1:60 ratio.
• Liquid versions of these products are preferable to their powdered counterparts. 
• Products that contain flavors should only be provided when no unflavored alternative exists.
• Products should be purchased before Passover and stored and maintained separately from Kosher for Passover Foods.
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SOY DREAM

STOP & SHOP

WESTERN FAMILY 
ASEPTIC

WINN-DIXIE ORGANIC 
 
 ALMOND 
MILK 
ORIGINAL

 

365 EVERYDAY VALUE

ALMOND BREEZE

ALMOND BREEZE 
UNSWEETENED

ALMONDSENSE

ESSENTIAL EVERYDAY

FREDMEYER

FRESH & EASY

FRIENDLY FARMS

FULL CIRCLE

H-E-B

HY-VEE

LAURA LYNN

MARKET BASKET

MEIJER

NATURAL DIRECTIONS

NATURE'S PLACE

PRICE CHOPPER

ROUNDY’S

SHOP RITE

SILK

SO DELICIOUS 
UNSWEETENED

SUNNYSIDE FARMS

TREE OF LIFE

WINN-DIXIE

RICE MILK 
ORIGINAL

RICE DREAM ENRICHED 
UNSWEETENED

HARRIS TEETER

RICESENSE ENRICHED

FULL CIRCLE

HY-VEE

MEIJER

NATURE’S PLACE

SHOP RITE

MARKET BASKET 
ENRICHED

PRICE CHOPPER 
ENRICHED

WILD HARVEST 
ENRICHED

MAXI HEALTH
Small Prenatal Caps

(Only with Chametz free sticker)

INFANT FORMULA, NUTRITIONAL & DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS

PRENATAL VITAMINS

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 
INSIDE AT CITI  FIELD

OU.ORG/TORAHNY

NEW YORK

SAVE THE DATE

Queens, NY

Free parking American Sign Language interpreters available Lunch available for purchase

IMAGINE... Cit Field overflowing with 2,000 of your Jewish neighbors

IMAGINE... The unity of people gathering from Jewish communities across the country

IMAGINE... A day of compelling Torah content from renowned scholars
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On Pesach, a Jewish person may not eat, own, or derive 
benefit from chametz which is fit for human or canine con-
sumption, and owning chametz pet food to feed to an 
animal (even if the animal belongs to someone else or is 
ownerless) is a violation of the latter two of those restric-
tions. Although there are certain leniencies for foods that 
are not fit for human consumption, most modern day pet 
food would not be in that category. The food may be raw, 
or not prepared in a way that most people would entertain 
eating, but that does not put it in the halachic category 
of nifsal m’achilas adam – not fit for human consumption.

While Ashkenazic Jews have a custom to not eat kitnios, 
they may own and derive benefit from them. To aid pet 
owners, the cRc “certifies” certain varieties of pet food for 
Pesach, which means that we visit the factory to determine 
which formulas are chametz-free, relieving the consumer 
of that responsibility. However, if no certified (or recom-
mended) pet food is available, the consumer would have 
to carefully read the ingredient panel to determine wheth-
er a specific product contains any chametz (and many, in 
fact, do). 

A complete list of possible pet food ingredients is beyond 
the scope of this guide; however the following are a few 
pointers when reading the ingredient panel. If an ingredi-
ent does not appear in the following guidelines, it may still 
be chametz or chametz-sensitive.

1. In addition to checking for the five chametz grains – 
wheat, barley, rye, oats, and spelt – also look for brewer’s 
yeast (a common flavoring agent, which is chametz), malt 
(a barley-based sweetener), pasta, xanthan gum (a thick-
ener which may be fermented from chametz), and other 
generic terms which may refer to a chametz ingredient 
(e.g. flour, gluten, middlings, starch, et al). 

2. Many varieties of animal feed contain a multitude of 
vitamins, minerals, and amino acids, some of which may 
well be chametz, and there is no realistic way for 
a consumer to determine which of them are prob-
lematic. However, the good news is that vitamins 
comprise such a small percentage of the animal 
food that they are batel. Therefore, it is generally 
accepted that if the animal food was created before 
Pesach, it may be used on Pesach.

3. Some common ingredients used in pet food which 

do not pose a Pesach concern are:

a. Animal, poultry and fish products.

b. Vegetables, such as alfalfa, asparagus, beets, and car-
rots.

c. Assorted kitnios foods, such as buckwheat, corn prod-
ucts, lentils, millet, peas, rice, peanuts, sunflower seeds, 
and soy products.

d. Other items, such as barley grass, BHA, BHT, carrageen-
an, cellulose, colors, eggs, gums (other than xanthan gum), 
kelp, lactose, linseed, milk products, molasses, oils, psylli-
um, and whey.

By no means do these pointers cover all of the ingredi-
ents used in pet food, and we suggest that you contact 
a kashrus professional if you are unsure about any of the 
other ingredients in a given pet food.

Feed available at zoos is often chametz and should not 
be purchased or fed to the animals on Pesach. After Pe-
sach, pet food with chametz may be purchased only from 
stores which are non-Jewish owned (e.g. PetSmart, Petco) 
or Jewish owned and have sold their chametz.

NOTE: Mixes sold in stores often contain chametz. It is ad-
visable to mix regular and Pesach food together one to two 
weeks before the holiday before switching completely to 
Pesach food. The ratio of regular and Pesach food should 
be changed slowly to get the animal used to the new diet. 
Some brands of pet food offer varieties which are com-
posed of “limited ingredients” (sometimes referred to as 
L.I.D.). If they are certified to be nutritionally complete for 
your pet and appropriate for its life stage (baby or adult), 
and if they do not contain ingredients to which your pet is 
allergic, they might be substituted for a prescription diet 
which does not contain chametz for the short duration of 
Pesach.  It should be emphasized that a pet’s diet should 
be changed gradually over several days to a week before 

Pesach and after Pesach, to avoid painful digestive is-
sues for your pet.  Check with your veterinarian 
before changing any diet, particularly if your pet 
has issues with allergies or illnesses.

The following is a list of pet foods approved for Pe-
sach 2019. Make sure to check all labels. A product 
listing both meat and dairy ingredients may not be 
used any time during the year.

PESACH FOODS FOR YOUR PETS 
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One may feed his pet any of the following items if the in-
gredient panel does not list brewers yeast and/or barley.  
Please check individual labels, as many products have 
similar names.

CATS: Evanger’s: Beef Tips with Gravy; Chicken Din-
ner for Cats; Freeze-Dried Beef Liver; Freeze-Dried 
Beef Tripe; Freeze-Dried Wild Salmon; Organic 
Braised Chicken Dinner for Cats; Organic Turkey and 
Butternut Squash for Cats; Slow Cooked Beef Stew 

for Cats – Grain Free; Slow Cooked Chicken Stew for 
Cats – Grain Free; Slow Cooked Turkey Stew for Cats – 
Grain Free; Wild Salmon.

There may be varieties of other name brand pet foods, 
such as Prescription Diet and Science Diet, which may be 
chametz-free. Consumers are urged to check all labels for 
chametz and/or chametz-sensitive ingredients as listed in 
the introductory paragraph above.

DOGS: Evanger’s: 100% Beef; 100% Buffalo; 100% 
Chicken; 100% Duck; 100% Organic Chicken; 100% Or-
ganic Turkey with Potatoes and Carrots; 100% Pheasant; 

100% Sweet Potato; All Natural Beef Liver Chunks; 
Beef, Chicken, & Liver; Beef Chunks Dinner in Gra-
vy; Beef Dinner; Beef with Chicken;  Braised Beef 

Chunks with Gravy; Catch of the Day; Chicken Chunks Din-
ner in Gravy; Cooked Chicken: Duck and Sweet Potatoes 
Dinner; Freeze-Dried Beef Liver; Freeze-Dried Beef Tripe; 
Freeze-Dried Wild Salmon; Hunk of Beef; Lamb and Rice 
Dinner; Lamb Chunks Dinner in Gravy; Senior Dinner; Tur-
key Chunks Dinner in Gravy; Whole Chicken Thighs; Wild 
Salmon.

There may be varieties of other name brand pet foods, 
such as Prescription Diet and Science Diet, which may be 
chametz-free. Consumers are urged to check all labels for 
chametz and/or chametz-sensitive ingredients as listed in 
the introductory paragraph above.

FISH: Fish food, including pyramid feeders, 
and vacation blocks often have chametz. 
Goldfish and tropical fish can be given tubular 
worms, frozen brine shrimp, and freeze-dried 

worms (if they do not contain fillers).

BIRDS:
Finches, parakeets and cockatiels:  Millet and canary 
grass seed as main diet

Canaries: Canary grass seed and rape seed

Parrots: Safflower seeds and sunflower seeds

Birds enjoy variety. You can provide this for larger birds, 
such as parrots, with pure alfalfa pellets (make sure it is 
pure alfalfa, since it is common to add grains).   Smaller 
birds can also eat pure alfalfa pellets. For them, crush be-
fore feeding.

One can supplement the diet with sliced grapes, berries, 
or canned baby fruits. All large food should be shredded 
before serving.  These items should be given sparingly.

For minerals, one may use oyster shells (calcium) or a 
mineral block, such as Kaytee Tropical Fruit Mineral Block 
Treat.

SMALL MAMMALS:
Gerbils: Millet, sunflower seeds, safflower seeds

Hamsters: Sunflower seeds, potatoes, small 
amount of greens and vegetables; can supplement with 
grapes, apples, melon, and, oranges.  If not accustomed to 
these items, give sparingly.

Guinea Pigs, Rabbits, and Chinchillas: Timothy hay, greens, 
and vegetables; can supplement with grapes, apples, mel-
on, and, oranges.  If not accustomed to these items, give 
sparingly.  Guinea pigs will especially benefit from kale, 
parsley, and oranges, in sparing amounts. The orange will 
supply needed vitamin C to their Pesach diet. 

Mice and rats: Sunflower seeds, greens, vegetables, and 
potatoes

REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS:
Iguanas, Tortoises, and Turtles: Greens and 

vegetables; turtles can also have small amounts 
of raw chicken or cut-up earthworms

Anoles, Bearded Dragons, Small Lizards, Dart Frogs, and 
Tree Frogs: Crickets

Snakes: If possible, schedule this as a non-feeding week

Dwarf Aquatic Frogs: Tubifex worms or blackworms

Newts: Tubifex worms, bloodworms, or blackworms

Be aware that mealworms, which as living creatures are 
not chametz, are commonly sold in a bed of wheat flakes 
or oatmeal, which is chametz and, therefore, may not be 
owned or used on Pesach.

Live crickets should be gut-fed on bits of potato and veg-
etable 24 hours before feeding to lizards, to enhance their 
nutrition for the lizard. Whole insects (live or dead) with no 
additives or other ingredients are permissible.
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We are grateful to Esther-Bayla Goldhammer for her assistance in researching pet foods this year.
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One of the topics which keeps us busy year-round – and 
especially Pesach time – is the question of kosher liquor 
products. People take their liquor very seriously and turn 
to the cRc with these all-important questions, inquiring 
about the kashrus of their favorite product. On Pesach, in 
particular, there is a dearth of Kosher for Passover liquor 
products, and consumers often look to us for guidance. 
Let us first explore the world of liquor and the various is-
sues that come up year-round, before we focus on issues 
related to Pesach.

OVERVIEW
Alcoholic beverages have 
been produced almost 
since the beginning of time. 
Wine was likely the first bev-
erage but many ancient civ-
ilizations regularly brewed 
beer. Over the millennia, 
methods of production may 
have improved, but the in-
gredients and general pro-
duction methods haven’t 
changed. It is this sense 
of history, consistency, and stability that allows us to ap-
proach this topic with some sense of confidence.

The generic term referring to alcoholic beverages is liquor. 
It encompasses numerous categories, including beer, 
mead, and bourbon, but in the vernacular, it generally re-
fers to high-proof (high-alcohol) products such as vodka, 
gin, and whiskey. Many of these products can contain fla-
vorings, such as fruit and spices, but one thing all alcoholic 
beverages have in common is that they are produced from 
a fermentable sugar and yeast.

THE GENERAL PROCESS
In order to produce 
alcohol (drinking al-
cohol is called ethyl 
alcohol or ethanol), 
it is necessary to 
convert sugar into 
alcohol through 
yeast by a process 
known as fermenta-

tion. Alcohol can be produced from almost anything which 
grows – such as plants, vegetables, and fruits – but the 
most common sources are corn, potatoes, and grain (bar-
ley, wheat, and rye).

Keep in mind, howev-
er, that only sugar is fer-
mentable – starch isn’t 
fermentable. Since most 
foods are starch-heavy, not 
sugar-heavy, this will create 
difficulties. Take beer for ex-
ample. It is often produced 
from barley, which has lots 
of starch and minimal sug-
ar (70% vs 1% respectively). 
Fermenting barley to make beer would produce very little 
alcohol. What’s the solution? Convert the starch into sugar 
through a process known as saccharification, utilizing an 
enzyme known as amylase. This can be done through a 
process known as malting. (See sidebar, page 73, to see 
how this amazing process works.) Alternatively, commer-
cially-produced amylase can be added directly to barley 
kernels thereby accelerating the above process.

Now that the sugars are ready to go, the grains are boiled, 
and we have a mixture known as wort or mash, which looks 

 
 
 
KOSHER LIQUOR –  
AN OVERVIEW 
 

Rabbi Akiva Niehaus
cRc Rabbinical Coordinator, Transportation and Liquor Industries

 DID YOU KNOW?
Archeologists in Israel 
recently uncovered 
what is supposedly the 
world’s oldest brewery, 
located in Raqefet 
Cave near Haifa.  
(Journal of Archaeological 
Science, Volume 21, October 
2018)

 DID YOU KNOW?
Our bodies have no 
need for starch (think 
potatoes and bread); 
when we eat starch, 
amylase enzymes in 
our saliva converts 
it into sugar/glucose 
allowing it to be 
absorbed in the blood.
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like porridge. After cooling 
down the wort, adding yeast 
to the mixture will start the 
fermenting process. Yeast, 
a single-celled organism, 
“eats” the sugar, and after 
a few days, produces alco-
hol and carbon dioxide as 
by-products. After the sugar 
is used up, we are left with 
a mixture known as wash, 
which looks like porridge 
and contains about 5-8% alcohol by volume (ABV). This 
is the basic fermentation process common to all alcoholic 
beverages. The next step in the process depends on the 
type of product being produced. Although there are multi-
ple varieties, we will focus on a few of them.

BEER
Beer is one of the simplest products 
to produce. The mash is made from 
grain (usually barley), and one simply 
adds hops (the flower of the hop vine) 
to the wort during the boiling process, which 
provides the bitter taste and astringency com-
mon to beer. After fermentation, the cloudy beer/
wash is filtered and packaged into bottles, cans or kegs. 

KASHRUS CONCERNS
The basic ingredients (grain, water, hops, and yeast) are all 
assumed to present minimal kashrus concerns. [Note: Prior 
to home-brewing, one must ascertain that the ingredients 
are all acceptable.] However, some breweries, especially 
pub, craft, and microbreweries, brew non-kosher beers, 
such as oyster stout, which aside from being forbidden to 
drink, can also make the entire production line non-kosher. 
Others brew questionable brews, such as spiced or fruit 
beers. Although spices and fruit are likely kosher, the beer 
may be supplemented with chemical flavorings which re-
quire reliable hashgacha. According to U.S. Federal Law, 
beer with flavorings must list the flavorings on the label; 
hence, any beer label which doesn’t mention the presence 
of flavors can be assumed to be unflavored. Other exam-
ples of questionable beer include milk stouts which can 
contain lactose – a dairy ingredient which requires reliable 
hashgacha. [The consumer should note that all alcohol-
ic beverages likely contain added enzymes and finishing 
agents to help with production, but these are assumed to 

 PROOF OR ABV?
Alcoholic beverages 
generally list the 
alcohol in two ways – 
proof and ABV (alcohol 
by volume). Proof is 
simply double the ABV 
such that a product 
which is 43% ABV is 
also 86 proof.

be minimal and nullified (batul) in the final product.]

Another concern relates to Jewish ownership. Any Jew-
ish-owned company which produces beer from chametz 
grain must make sure to arrange proper non-Jewish own-
ership over Pesach; beer which was owned by a Jew over 
Pesach presents issues of chametz she-avar alav haPe-
sach.

RECOMMENDATION
Flavored beer, as well as milk stouts, requires reliable 
hashgacha to ensure that all the ingredients are accept-
able. Due to the stability of the general beer industry, 
coupled with the requirement to list flavors on the label, 
unflavored beer is likely kosher, but the concern exists 
that it may have been produced on lines used for non-ko-
sher beer. As explained, this is particularly concerning re-
garding pub, craft and microbreweries. Larger companies 
do less experimentation and generally avoid producing 
non-kosher beers on the same lines as unflavored beer, 
and, therefore, this concern is minimized. Beer companies 
which are Jewish-owned present concerns with regard to 
Pesach. Purchasing beer with a reliable hechsher will re-
move any and all concerns.

WHISKY
The fermentation process 
described above only pro-
duces minimal alcohol lev-
els, about 5-15% ABV. How 
can we raise the alcohol 
level to the higher levels 
commonly found in whisky 
(such as Scotch and Bour-
bon) and vodka? Distillation. 
Distillation is the process of 
separating various compo-
nents of a liquid, and the 
point in this case is to sepa-
rate and isolate the alcohol 
from the wash. This is done 
by boiling the wash in a still, 
either a tall column still or a 
round pot still, allowing the 
vapors to rise. The inter-
esting point is that alcohol 
boils at 173.1°F, whereas wa-
ter boils at 212°F. The trick 
is to boil the wash above 

BARREL AGING
Scotch must be 
matured for at least 3 
years in oak barrels – 
used or new. Bourbon 
must be aged in new, 
charred oak barrels 
and has no minimum 
time duration (other 
than Straight bourbon 
which must be aged 
for at least 2 years) but 
is commonly aged for 
many years.
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173.1°F but below 212°F. Theoretically only alcohol 
will boil up, which can be caught and condensed 
back into liquid. On a practical level, other liquids 
come along with the alcohol, and a second distilla-
tion (and perhaps third) is needed to bring the alco-
hol level to 65-75% ABV. At this point, the distillate, 
known as white dog, can be bottled and sold as 
moonshine, but many people don’t appreciate the 
harsh, bitter taste. For this reason, the white dog is 
generally filled into oak barrels for maturation and 
mellowing. There are various requirements for ag-
ing. (See sidebar.) 

KASHRUS CONCERNS
Similar to beer, the basic ingredients for whisky are 
assumed to be kosher. Scotch and bourbon are both 
highly regulated by the U.K. and U.S. governments, 
respectively, and may only contain grain, water, and 
yeast (Scotch may also contain caramel coloring) 
– all of which present minimal kashrus concerns. 
Other whiskeys may not have the same regulations, 
such as Indian, Japanese, and Canadian whiskey, 
and may contain added ingredients such as wine, 
glycerin, and chemical flavorings. 

According to U.S. law, bourbon must be aged in new, charred oak barrels, but 
Scotch can be aged in any oak barrel and is commonly aged in used barrels, in-
cluding those which previously aged wine (such as sherry wine from Jerez, Spain). 
Whisky aged in non-kosher wine barrels can present kashrus issues, because the 
wine absorbed in the barrels seeps into the whisky. (See Sherry Casks: A Halachic 
Perspective, written by this author, for a detailed study of this topic.)

As with beer, any Jewish-owned company which produces whisky from chametz 
grain must make sure to arrange proper non-Jewish ownership over Pesach; whis-
ky which was owned by a Jew over Pesach presents issues of chametz she-avar 
alav haPesach. This is especially problematic with regard to whisky, which is often 
aged for many years and almost surely passes over a Pesach.

RECOMMENDATION
Scotch and bourbon whisky are assumed to con-
tain only kosher ingredients, but the possibility ex-
ists that it may have been aged in non-kosher wine 
casks; this concern generally does not exist with re-
gard to bourbon which, by law, must be aged in new 
casks. (Recently, some varieties of bourbon have 
appeared on the market which have been further 
aged in wine casks; by law, this needs to be clearly 
identified on the label.) Unfortunately, many popular 
varieties of bourbon are produced by a large Jew-
ish-owned company which apparently doesn’t sell 
their chametz for Pesach and must be avoided (see 

  WHISKY OR 
WHISKEY?

Although both terms 
refer to barrel-aged 
alcoholic beverages, 
whisky generally refers 
to Scotch and Canadian 
products, and whiskey 
refers to American and 
Irish products.

AGE STATEMENT
Both Scotch and 
bourbon do not 
need to contain 
age statements on 
the label. However, 
according to U.S. 
law, any product 
less than 4 years old 
must contain an age 
statement. 

 DID YOU KNOW?
Contrary to common 
belief, bourbon may be 
produced anywhere 
in the U.S. – not just 
Kentucky. 
Bourbon must be 
made from at least 
51% corn; Single Malt 
Scotch must be made 
in Scotland from 100% 
barley.

Saccharification
In order to ferment grains 
and other starchy foods into 
alcohol, it is crucial to convert 
the natural starch into sugar. 
This can be done through a 
process known as malting, 
and here we get a glimpse 
into Hashem’s wonderful 
world. All seeds, including 
barley kernels, come loaded 
with starch, because that is 
what it needs to grow into a 
new barley stalk. But, first the 
starch needs to be converted 
into sugar, which happens by 
means of amylase enzymes 
located naturally within the 
kernel. However, the en-
zymes are only activated 
when exposed to high levels 
of moisture and temperature, 
most often when the seed is 
planted in the ground and 
watered. The little seed al-
ready has everything it needs 
to survive and flourish! This 
is Hashem’s way of keeping 
the kernel intact and protect-
ed until it’s ready to grow 
into a new plant. We can take 
advantage of this natural pro-
cess for our own purposes. 
The barley is soaked in warm 
water until the kernel begins 
to germinate, activating nat-
ural enzymes to break down 
the carbohydrates and utilize 
the starch reserves, natural-
ly converting the starch into 
sugar. Little rootlets begin to 
form, but before the process 
progresses too far, the barley 
is dried, thereby arresting the 
process, allowing the sugars 
to be accessed for fermenta-
tion.
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the cRc Liquor List for details). In addition, whiskey from 
other countries may have issues with regards to question-
able ingredients and additives.

VODKA
Vodka can be produced 
from multiple sources and 
is often produced using the 
excess grain in that region 
(e.g., the U.S. often uses 
corn, Russia uses potatoes). 
Like whiskey, it is distilled 
after fermentation in order 
to raise the alcohol level, 
but unlike whiskey, it is dis-
tilled to higher levels (such 
as 90-95% ABV) and un-
aged (and diluted before bottling). Many flavored varieties 
are available (such as pineapple vodka), and these must 
be clearly labeled.

KASHRUS CONCERNS
Since vodka can be produced from multiple sources, one 
must be careful to avoid vodka produced from milk and 
dairy products, as well as grape and wine products. The 
label will often indicate the source of the vodka.

Flavored vodka requires hashgacha, because it likely con-
tains chemical flavorings which require reliable kosher 
certification.

Since vodka can be produced from multiple sources, in-
cluding wheat, there may be a concern with regard to 
ownership over Pesach.

TEQUILA
Tequila is a high-alcohol 
product, similar to vodka, but 
it must be distilled from sug-
ars extracted from the blue 
agave plant, a type of cactus 
indigenous to Mexico. Some 
flavored varieties are avail-
able (such as lime tequila).

KASHRUS CONCERNS
Some have raised the concern that tequila manufacturers 
may supplement the agave alcohol with added alcohol 
from questionable sources (such as grape alcohol) or add 

glycerin (a smoothing agent), but these concerns appear 
to be minimal.

Some varieties of tequila may be aged in wine casks. 
These would present the same concerns as Scotch above.

Flavored tequila requires hashgacha, because it likely 
contains chemical flavorings which require reliable kosher 
certification.

RUM
Rum is produced by fermenting sugar or molasses – both 
of which present minimal kashrus concerns. It is available 
in various shades and colors, ranging from clear (unaged) 
to dark/black (aged). Some varieties are flavored (e.g. 
Spiced Rum).

KASHRUS CONCERNS
As explained, the ingredients used in rum production are 
assumed to present minimal kashrus concerns. Flavored 
and spiced rum require reliable hashgacha due to the po-
tential usage of questionable flavorings. In addition, aged 
rum products may have been aged in non-kosher wine 
casks, but it can be assumed that such information would 
likely be written on the label.

PESACH ISSUES
How does Pesach impact 
the above discussion? Well, 
for starters, any product 
made from the five species 
of grain (wheat, barley, rye, 
spelt, and oats) is chametz 
and cannot be consumed 
(or owned) by Jews over 
Pesach. Thus, beer, Scotch, 
bourbon (see sidebar), and 
virtually all whiskey prod-
ucts are problematic over 
Pesach. This will also in-
clude most vodkas, includ-
ing those produced from 
corn (due to kitniyos con-
cerns). In addition, any fla-
vored product should be 
avoided due to Pesach questions regarding the flavorings. 
This doesn’t leave too many options for Pesach. 

What about tequila, rum, unflavored potato vodka, or qui-

 TRIVIA QUESTION
According to U.S. law 
(27 CFR §5.22(a)1), 
vodka must be 
tasteless, colorless 
and odorless. So why 
does one brand seem 
to taste different than 
the next? Why do some 
brands cost more than 
the rest?

  OWNING BOURBON 
ON PESACH

Isn’t bourbon made 
from corn? Since it isn’t 
chametz, why can’t it 
be owned over Pesach 
by Jews? According 
to US law, bourbon 
must be produced 
from at least 51% 
corn, but the balance 
is almost always 
substantially from 
barley, rye, or wheat. 
Therefore, bourbon 
may not be under 
Jewish ownership over 
Pesach.
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LIQUOR - KOSHER FOR PESACH 
The following products have been verified to be Kosher for Passover 2019 when bearing the appropriate kosher logo:

Brandy Boukha Bokobsa Fig Alcohol OU-P logo required
Brandy Sabra Liqueurs Grand Sabra Orange Brandy OU-P logo required

Brandy Herzog French Boukha Fig Brandy OU-P logo required

Cognac Dupuy Cognac VS OU-P logo required

Cognac Dupuy Cognac VSOP OU-P logo required

Cognac Dupuy Cognac XO OU-P logo required

Cognac Herzog French Cognac Louis Royer VS OU-P logo required

Cognac Herzog French Cognac Louis Royer VSOP OU-P logo required

Cognac Herzog French Cognac Louis Royer XO OU-P logo required

Gin Distillery No. 209 Gin OU-P logo required

Liqueur Sabra Liqueurs Sabra Coffee OU-P logo required

Liqueur Sabra Liqueurs Sabra Orange Chocolate OU-P logo required

Other Zachlawi Spiced Arak OU-P logo required

Tequila Patron Silver Tequila
Vodka Kurant 1852 Kurant Crystal Vodka OU-P logo required

Vodka Distillery No. 209 Vodka OU-P logo required

Vodka Peacock Vodka OU-P logo required

Vodka The Metropolitan Martini Company Vodka Martini OU-P logo required

Vodka Zachlawi Assorted Varieties OU-P logo required

The cRc liquor list is updated regularly and can be found on our website at:  
http://www.crcweb.org/LiquorList.pdf, www.ASKcRc.org or on our app.

noa beer? Since the primary source of alcohol seems to 
be fine, can this be consumed on Pesach? Well, there are 
actually a number of other concerns, including ingredi-
ent and equipment issues. As mentioned, fermentation 
requires the use of yeast and enzymes; these must also 
be kosher for Passover. In addition, even if a company 
claims to only use potatoes for their vodka, we can’t be 
certain that it isn’t supplemented with other grains. And 
how can one verify that the tequila wasn’t supplemented 
with non-agave alcohol (such as corn-based alcohol)? Fi-
nally, regarding equipment concerns, if the quinoa beer 
is produced on the same lines as wheat beer, the quinoa 
beer is not acceptable for Pesach. Nevertheless, regard-
ing ownership over Pesach, since tequila and rum are both 
produced from non-chametz ingredients (the blue agave 
plant and sugar/molasses, respectively), there is no con-

cern with regard to ownership over Pesach, but as men-
tioned, one should not consume it on Pesach without spe-
cial Pesach supervision.

CONCLUSION
Various liquor products present specific kashrus concerns 
– consumers can check our popular Liquor List (www.
cRcWeb.org/LiquorList.pdf) for detailed information. Our 
current list has over 1,700 listings and is still growing. Re-
garding Pesach, due to the extra ingredient and equipment 
concerns described above, the cRc recommends only pur-
chasing alcoholic beverages for Pesach which are certified 
by a reputable agency as kosher for Passover. Be sure to 
check out our Passover Liquor List for various certified 
products. And remember to please drink responsibly. ▲
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PESACH

YOM TOV

By: Admin

Adapted from Jewish Diabetes Association article by Nechama Cohen

The challenge of diabetes seems ten-fold when it comes to Pesach. There are a whole new set
of considerations — four cups of wine at each Seder; a many-hour wait until Shulchan Aruch;
knowing the carb content of a single hand matzah.

These are real concerns for people with diabetes and related health issues, who wish to fulfill the requirements of
Pesach al pi halachah without compromising their health. STAR-K has turned to the Jewish Diabetes Association
(JDA) for answers and the JDA has kindly provided the following guidelines to help you prepare your matzah and
wine.

I. MATZA

The stipulations for minimum shiurim for matzah, which follow, are based on the psak of Rav Moshe Heinemann,
shlit”a.

NOTE: These calculations from the STAR-K are based on the use of a Tzelem Pupa hand matzah.

In the case of a medical condition, one may fulfill the mitzvah of achilas matza, including korech and
afikoman, with the following:

Type Minimum Shiur Dimensions Carbs

Hand matza (round) one-sixth (1/6) of a matza 14.5 sq. in. in size. 6 g

Machine matza one-quarter (1/4) of a matza 12.25 sq. in. in size. 8 g

One who is in good health should eat the following for achilas matzah and afikoman:

Type Minimum Shiur Dimensions Carbs

P E S A C H  G U I D E  F O R  I N D I V I D U A L S  W I T H  D I A B E T E S

1

2

3 

https://www.star-k.org/articles/category/articles/seasonal/pesach/app/
https://www.star-k.org/articles/category/articles/seasonal/pesach/
https://www.star-k.org/articles/category/articles/seasonal/
https://www.star-k.org/
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Hand matza (round) one-third (1/3) of a matza 29 sq. in. 12 g

Machine matza one-half (1/2) of a matza 24.5 sq. in. 15 g

How to calculate the amount of carbs in Matzah:

Machine Matzah: 
Most machine matzah is uniform in size and shape. The portion size and carbs are listed on the box. It might be a
good idea to keep the amount that you intend to eat near your plate.

Hand Matzah: 
Hand matzah varies according to size and thickness. Our calculations use a Tzelem Pupa hand matzah. Try to
arrive at an accurate gram content for the matzah in advance, including possibly weighing it.

For those who prefer to do their own calculation: Matzah has an average carb factor of 0.75 (75% of its weight
is carbohydrates). Whole wheat matzah has almost 12 grams of dietary fiber per 100 grams, allowing one to
deduct 4 grams per piece.

Hand Matzah:  
There are about 10 pieces of matzah per lb. (22 pieces per kilo). Each piece weighs approximately 46g and has
approximately 35 g of carbs per matzah.

Machine Matzah: 
One whole machine matzah (rectangular) weighs about 30-35g, which is between 23 and 27g of carbs per matzah

(depending upon the brand).

A very thin matzah is approximately 30 grams; a “regular” matzah is approximately 40 grams; a thick matzah is
approximately 50 grams.

II. THE ARBA KOSOS (Four Cups)

A. Wine

Cup Requirements: The cup must hold at least a reviis of wine (3.8 fl. oz., or 112 ml).

Minimum Shiur to drink to fulfill Arba Kosos: One must drink at least 1.9 fl. oz. (56 ml) for each of the four
cups.

Additional Requirements:

The lowest percentage of alcohol that may be used for the four cups is 4%.

4

5
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One should drink each of the four cups of wine within half a minute.

B. Diluting Wine with Grape Juice and Water

Higher carbohydrate wine may be diluted in the maximum ratios listed below. These ratios allow the wine to retain
enough of its properties to qualify it being used for the four cups:

Wine Grape Juice Water

1/3 2/3 –

1/3 1/3 1/3

1/3 – 2/3 (see NOTE below)

NOTE: The diluted beverage should contain at least 4% alcohol to fulfill the obligation of drinking wine at the
Seder.  If necessary, one may make a mixture of 2/3 water and 1/3 wine (66% water and 34% wine) as long as the
diluted amount still contains 4% alcohol. Otherwise, there is a chance that it may no longer be considered wine for
the Seder.

The following chart illustrates how much wine to drink:

Kos Amount you drink Amount of wine after dilution

First cup 1.9 oz. 0.7 oz.

Second cup 1.9 oz. 0.7 oz.

Third cup 1.9 oz. 0.7 oz.

Fourth cup 1.9 oz. 0.7 oz.

TOTAL 7.6 oz. 2.8 oz.

If these guidelines are followed correctly, as seen in the above chart, one’s total consumption of wine at the Seder
will be less than 3 fl. oz. One who wishes to estimate the actual amount that he should drink at the Seder should
measure the exact amount that he will need before Yom Tov. He should choose the becher (Kiddush cup) that he
will be using at the Seder, and pour the measured amount into it so that he can recognize how much he will be
drinking.

The following is an example of how to mix wine and water. Assume one has wine with 10% alcohol content. If he
makes a mixture of 40% wine and 60% water, he will have wine with 4% alcohol content, which is enough for the
arba kosos. This can be done by mixing two cups of wine with three cups of water. He could fill a becher that holds
at least 3.8 fl. oz. of this wine and water mixture, and drink at least 1.9 fl. oz. (the amount one may drink to fulfill

6
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the mitzvah, when medically necessary). Following the fourth cup, he could ask someone else to be motzee him in
the brocha achrona. 
To prepare in advance, simply pour two cups of wine into an empty bottle or pitcher and add three cups of water.
(The size of the measuring cup does not matter. Just make sure that you use the same cup for the water and the
wine). It is always advisable to prepare this bottle in advance and label it as your own “SPECIAL RESERVE.”

C. Types of wine

The best option for the Seder would be a dry wine, which has very few carbs. [Most dry wines contain
approximately 4 grams of carbs per 8 oz. cup.]

If the sour taste bothers you, try adding an artificial sweetener that is Kosher for Passover (see list).

There are also lower carbohydrate sweet wine products which might serve as suitable options. 
IMPORTANT: Since alcohol may cause a drop in your blood sugar, discuss with your doctor whether or not to
cover the carbs in the wine with insulin. There is more of a chance that wine will cause a low BG on an empty
stomach. If you use pure (unmixed) wine for the first cup, make sure to follow the above guidelines and not overdo
your alcohol intake.

Those with Type 2 diabetes should discuss with their health care team and rav whether it is better to drink wine or
grape juice. According to halachah, wine is preferable. Furthermore, grape juice with its high sugar content is not
ideal for those with diabetes. However, many of the oral medications used for treating Type 2 diabetes (non-insulin
dependent diabetes) are not compatible with alcohol. 
Therefore, we suggest showing the wine combination options to your health care team. As previously noted, after
the dilution, the remaining alcohol content of all four cups is not significant. Many health care professionals have
been very pleased with these dilution options and allow this small total amount of alcohol even with medication.

In addition, those with gestational diabetes (diabetes in pregnancy) or T1, or who are pregnant, should check with
their health care team and rav to determine which way to go. Again, show them the charts in order to guide them in
their decision.

D. Grape Juice

As noted above, one should use wine or, if necessary, a wine/grape juice combination for the arba kosos. If you
are unable to drink wine, you may use grape juice instead. If due to medical reasons you are unable to drink pure
grape juice for the arba kosos (and cannot drink any percentage of wine), you may dilute regular grape juice.
When mixing grape juice with water, it is best to make at least 51% of the mixture regular grape juice (i.e., the
other 49% is water). In general, 
“light grape juice” may not be further diluted by the consumer (if there is a necessity, check with the certifying
agency). As suggested earlier, you may wish to prepare a “special reserve” mixture before Yom Tov and fill a bottle
with four full bechers of grape juice and four full bechers of water. This will suffice for the arba kosos for both
nights. Add more using the same ratio as necessary. Keep in mind that as far as diabetes and carb counting are
concerned, dry wine is certainly preferable. If you drink grape juice, note that the carbohydrate content of the

https://www.star-k.org/articles/wp-content/uploads/STARKConsumerProducts_2019.pdf
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various grape juices differs. The juices that we tested ranged from 32 to 60g of carbs per cup. Always check the
label to ensure you are consuming the least amount of carbs when combining grape juice with wine and/or water.

NOTE: Kedem’s Concord dark grape juice scored 16 grams of carbs in a 4 oz. serving, while the labels on
Kedem’s Sparkling Chardonnay and Catawba list 13 and 12 grams of carbs, respectively, in the same 4 oz.
serving.

Summary Preparation List

Remember that failing to prepare is preparing to fail. If you have everything ready ahead of time, you are
less likely to run into problems.

Discuss with your rav the shiurim of rov reviis and mixing wine with water.

Select the wine of your choice and check the carb content (remember the meter test).

Prepare the right size becher.

Train your eye to recognize the amount that you will be drinking during the Seder.

Mix wine with water following the instructions of your rav and doctor, and prepare a separate labeled
bottle (“Special Reserve”) for this mixture.

Try to arrive at an accurate measurement for matzah before Yom Tov (i.e., on Erev Pesach). 
Prepare your choice of glucose for treating hypoglycemia.

Review chart and details with your health care team.

Prepare all medical supplies, medications, and equipment for Yom Tov and Shabbos.

Finally, remember that Pesach does not have to mean matzah, potatoes and eggs throughout Yom Tov. Instead of
high-fat soups and potato kugel, you can substitute other vegetables and vegetable combinations.

JDA has published a cookbook, EnLITEned Kosher Cooking, with more than 140 recipes for Pesach, along with
year-round recipes that are easily adaptable. A Hebrew version, BishuLITE, is now also available. 
To order either cookbook, get more information about diabetes, or a list of Pesach recipes from the book, visit
www.jewishdiabetes.org.

III. OTHER PRODUCTS COMMONLY USED ON PASSOVER

Today we are lucky to have a much larger variety of Kosher for Pesach products. Below, we list some products
with their nutrition facts.

Common Cooking Ingredients:

http://www.jewishdiabetes.org/
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Food Amount Carb. Calories Fat

Choc. Roughly chopped 72% cocoa 2 tsp. 3.5 57 4.5

Bitter sweet choc small squares 72% cocoa 10 13 226 18

Baking Choc large squares 2 16.2 372 304

Choc. Chips packaged 1 tbsp 7 51 3.3

Choc. Chips packaged 1 cup 180 808 52

Cocoa 1 tbsp 3 21 0.5

Cocoa 1 cup 48 336 8

Eggs 1 Large 0.4 72 5

Honey 1 tbsp 17 64 0

Honey 1/2 cup 136 512 0

Matzah Meal (machine matzah) 1 tbsp 6 28 0

Matzah Meal 1 cup 92 440 0

Oil 1 tbsp 0 124 14

Oil 1 cup 0 1984 224

Potato Starch 1 tbsp 10 43 0

Potato Starch 1 Cup 160 668 0

Sugar 1 tbsp 13 48 0

Sugar 1/4 Cup 52 192 0

Sugar Substitutes

Sugar Substitutes 
The following sugar substitutes are available this year for Pesach, when stating Kosher for Passover or “P” next to
the kosher symbol: California Delight brand Sucralis (STAR-K P Certified), Gefen brand Sweet’N Low, Gefen brand
Nutra Taste Gold, Paskesz brand Sweetie, and Lieber’s brand Sweetees.

Note: Powdered Equal, Splenda and NutraSweet are NOT Kosher for Passover and may not be used on Pesach.
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1. This assumes the whole matzah (before it is broken) has a diameter of at least 10.5 inches, which means the
entire matzah has an area of 86.6 sq. in. Hence, 1/6 of the matzah equals 14.5 sq. in. This is the minimum shiur

for someone with a medical condition. 
2. This assumes a full rectangular matzah is 7“ x 7“, which means the entire matzah has an area of 49 sq. in;
hence, 1/4 of the matzah equals 12.25 sq. in. (This also means that one could eat a piece of matzah that is
square, each side with a length and width of 3.5 in.) This is the minimum shiur for someone with a medical
condition. 
3. For korech see the Kashrus Kurrents article, “The Pesach Seder”. 
4. This assumes the whole matzah (before it was broken) had a diameter of 10.5 in., which means the entire
matzah has an area of 86.6 sq. in., hence, l/3 of the matzah is 29 sq. in. 
5. This assumes a full rectangular matzah is 7” x 7”, which means the entire matzah has an area of 49 sq. in.
Hence, 1/2 of the matzah is 24.5 sq. in. (This means one could eat a piece of square matzah that is 5 in. on each
side.) 
6. This is to fulfill the obligation of wine. If one cannot drink wine, he can fulfill his obligation with grape juice. This
will be discussed later.

http://www.duvys.com/
http://www.star-k.org/articles/articles/seasonal/359/the-pesach-seder/


MECHIRAS CHOMETZ FORM 

Power of Attorney 
This sheet must be presented to Rabbi Hess for the Halakhic transaction to be made.  

 

I, the undersigned, fully empower and permit Rabbi Joshua Hess to act on my behalf to sell all forms of 

chometz (leaven) possessed by me knowingly or unknowingly, as defined by Torah and Rabbinic law, and 

to lease all places in which chometz owned by me may be found, especially at the following addresses: 

Home:      ____________________________________________________ 

Business: ____________________________________________________ 

Other:   ____________________________________________________  

 

COMPLETE SECTION BELOW IF YOU WILL BE HOME FOR PESACH 

 

The Chometz I possess includes the following: 

 

TYPE OF CHOMETZ 

__Groceries __Liquors __Beer __Cereals __Flour 

__Pasta __Medicines __Toiletries __Cleansers __Pet Food 

 

EXACT LOCATION 

KITCHEN __Cabinets __Refrigerator __Freezer 

BASEMENT __Cabinets __Refrigerator __Freezer 

LIVING ROOM __Cabinets __Liquor Bar  
DINING ROOM __Breakfront   
BATHROOM __Cabinets __Medicine cabinets __Sink Bottoms 

BAR __   
PANTRY __   
GARAGE __Cabinets __Refrigerator __Freezer 

OUTDOOR GRILL __   
AUTOMOBILE __   
BUSINESS OFFICE __   
OTHER __   

Approximate Total Value $_____________ 

 

COMPLETE SECTION BELOW IF YOU WILL BE AWAY FOR PESACH    

 

I specifically authorize Rabbi Hess to sell the rooms and my chometz located anywhere at the above 

addresses, {with the exception of _____________________________________________________}.  

The keys can be found with: 

Name_____________________________________________ Phone____________________ 

Address_______________________________________________________________________ 

What is your Location over Pesach:____________________________________ 

 

 

 

ALL COMPLETE 

 

Print Name_________________________________________ 

Signature__________________________________________ Date____________________ 

 

 

Please see Rabbi Hess any day after davening, or call Rabbi Hess at (908) 718-7198 or 

the shul office (908) 486-8616 to schedule an appointment.  


